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Muscular. Brawny. Disruptive. They don’t sound like
descriptors for home dÈcor, do they? Yet they per-
fectly describe one of the most interesting new

directions in furniture and accessories: Brutalist dÈcor.
Brutalist architecture was popularized by Le Corbusier in the
1950s. A departure from the intricate Beaux Arts building
style, it was all about spare geometric forms, and materials
like unfinished concrete, steel and glass. New York’s Whitney
Museum of American Art is a Brutalist design by Marcel
Breuer. Paul Rudolph designed the Art and Architecture
Building at Yale.

The style moved into interior dÈcor that also played with
abstract forms and rough textures, adding an earthy color
palette and incorporating other materials like wood, plaster
and marble. Furniture by designers like Paul Evans and
Curtis Jere found fans, and the style caught fire during the
‘60s and ‘70s. There are nice examples on the sets of the
movie “American Hustle” and TV’s “Mad Men.” So why is
Brutalism once again having a moment?

“Brutalism is derived from the French word ‘brut,’ or raw,
and I think it’s that sense of rawness that design lovers are

attracted to today,” ventures Anna Brockaway, co-founder
and curator of the online vintage-design marketplace
Chairish. “Because of their brawny heaviness, imperfect fin-
ishes and rough, uneven dimensions, Brutalist pieces deliver
gutsy gravitas to a space.” 

Jeni Sandberg, a modern-design dealer and consultant
in Raleigh, North Carolina, adds, “Brutalist works make per-
fect high-impact statement pieces, and collectors are snap-
ping up pieces like wall sculptures and chandeliers.” 

And New York designer Daun Curry says, “Design should
challenge us, and creating contrast in an environment gives
urgency, interest and dimension. Brutalist design is fascinat-
ing because it balances delicacy with harsh materiality.” 

Curry’s favorite sources include 1st Dibs and Flair Home
Collection. The former offers vintage pieces like a 1967 Paul
Evans patchwork steel cabinet, and a Lane dresser with a
Brutalist sculptured wood mosaic. Flair has a collection of
Brutalist objets d’art in various metals and gilded plaster. 

Kelly Wearstler’s Apollo stool is an artful stack of black or
white marble circles; her Elliott chair is a sexy mix of curvy
bronze and exotic fish leather; and her Array, District and

Astral rugs bring Brutalist imagery to the floor.  James
Bearden’s blackened steel Skyscraper floor lamp for Studio
Van den Akker combines architecture and function. 

At Arteriors, long a source for Brutalist style, round slabs
of forged iron form the industrial-chic Potter lamp. The
Payne chandelier is a kinetic arrangement of hand-cut, gold-
leafed iron shards, while a copse of welded iron sticks forms
the Ecko lamp. Armor-like metallic circles and squares form
the Ulysses and Monty pendants. 

“I recommend picking one statement-making piece to
anchor a space, like a chandelier, credenza, cocktail table or
wall sculpture, and then mixing in pieces from other eras
and styles,” advises Brockaway, of Chairish.  “Also, many
Brutalist pieces are dark in coloration, so I prefer to balance
them with a lighter surrounding palate.” — AP

Brutalist decor hefts
some weight this fall

In this photo provided by Kelly Wearstler, the Elliott chair
is a sexy mix of curvy bronze and an exotic Amazonian fish
leather.

In this photo provided by Kelly Wearstler, the Apollo stool
is an artful stack of black or white marble circles that epit-
omizes the Brutalist aesthetic.

This photo provided by Kelly Wearstler shows the Astral
rug that brings Brutalist imagery to the floor.

This photo provided by Daun Curry shows the New York inte-
rior designer’s strongly geometric and textural objets d’art
that make a statement on a shelf for one of her projects.

In this photo provided by Kelly Wearstler,
the Elliott chair is a sexy mix of curvy

bronze and leather. — AP photos

Camelia Mentak, a Moroccan cross-biker and stylist poses for a photo on her
cross-motorbike at an off-road course in the city of Marrakesh. Mentak
believes that women riding motorbikes, is a synonym of female emancipa-
tion in Morocco. The city of Marrakesh has a larger number of female motor-
bike riders than other more conservative Moroccan cities. 

Malika Oumoulid (center), a Moroccan member of the female police motorbike brigade
controls the traffic in the Western city of Marrakesh.

Malika Oumoulid (center), a Moroccan member of the female police motorbike brigade,
waits in the traffic in the Western city of Marrakesh. For Malika, women riding motorcy-
cles illustrates the country’s development. The city of Marrakesh has a larger number of
female motorbike riders than other more conservative Moroccan cities.

Malika Oumoulid (center), a Moroccan member of the
female police motorbike brigade puts on her gloves
before riding her bike in the Western city of Marrakesh.

Camelia Mentak, a Moroccan cross-biker and stylist
rides her cross-motorbike at an off-road course in
the city of Marrakesh.

Camelia Mentak, a Moroccan cross-biker and stylist
rides her cross-motorbike at an off-road course in the
city of Marrakesh.

Camelia Mentak, a Moroccan cross-biker and
stylist rides her cross-motorbike at an off-
road course in the city of Marrakesh.

Twenty-eight-year-old amateur motorcycle rider and physiotherapist Wided El
-Ali poses for a photo as she takes a motorbike lesson from forty-year-old
Hamida Saklaoui, the first Arab woman rally driver to compete in the OPTIC
2000 Tunisia Rally, in Tunis. Hamida began motorcycling at the age of 14 and
she later founded a club for bike lovers in Tunisia and now teaches women to
ride motorbikes. Saklaoui, who is due to get married soon said she will only
give up motorbiking when she is six months pregnant and it will be a huge sac-
rifice. Wided has been passionate about motorbikes since her childhood and is
going to buy a motorbike to drive on the weekends.

Forty-year-old Tunisian woman Hamida Saklaoui (right), the first Arab woman
rally driver to compete in the OPTIC 2000 Tunisia Rally, gives a motorbike les-
son to Farah, a thirty-year-old novice rider.

Forty-year-old Tunisian woman Hamida Saklaoui, the first Arab woman rally
driver to compete in the OPTIC 2000 Tunisia Rally, poses for a photo with her
Yamaha TTR 600 motorbike in Tunis. Hamida began motorcycling at the age of
14 and she later founded a club for bike lovers in Tunisia and now teaches
women to ride motorbikes. Saklaoui, who is due to get married soon said she
will “only give up motor biking when she is six months pregnant and it will be a
huge sacrifice”. 


